
NuEyes Quick Start 
 
 
 
READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS IN ORDER 
 
1. Master one section at a time.  
 
2. All “left/right” directions are how you would reach 
up to the head set when it’s on your head. 
 
3. Put the goggles on before turning it on. It will be 
totally dark. It can sense position.  It goes to sleep 
when you take it off for even a few seconds to save 
the battery.  After you get to know how that works, 
it doesn’t matter if it’s on your head or off as you 
power up.   
 
4. You can adjust the side straps with the tabs on 
either side of your head. If you need the top strap 
longer, pull one side of the loose end of the inside 
strap to release a rubber button. 
 
SECTION ONE 
 
ORIENTATION TO Buttons 

1. Power Button: under right corner near the 
front edge. 

Note: The other tactile marking under the  
right side is just to mark the charging port. 

 
Three buttons positioned vertically on right side:  

2. Zoom In:    “Button 1” top right with one 
tactile indicator. 
 

3. Zoom Out: “Button 2” second one down with 
two tactile indicators. 

 
4. Enter VR Mode: “Button 3” AKA “Home 

Button” lowest on the right side – no tactile 
indicator. It feels indented/concaved.  
Do NOT press Home Button until you 
master the NuEyes Mode AND  
read all about VR Mode in Section Two  
“Home Button” on head set feels indented 
just like the Home Button on the remote. 
 

5. Two buttons under left corner. 
- Contrast/Color Change: use either button 
to scroll through colors: Blue, Orange 
natural color, enhanced positive and 
enhanced negative. 
OR 
- Volume Up and Down: only when you’re 
listening to something. 
 

6. Remote: There is no “power” button on the 
remote. You can only activate it when you 
“power on” the headset.  You only need it in 
VR Mode.  
Two buttons for basic use: 
- Trigger: use pointer finger to pull 

works as a mouse click 
- Home Button: feels indented/concaved 

use thumb to press 
 

POWER UP - TO NuEyes MODE  
 

1. After reading Section One, read through this 
section again before putting it on. 
 

2. Get the controller handy. It’s optional for 
NuEyes Mode. But you can only sync it 
(activate it) while powering up. 
 

3. On head set, push-hold power button for 2 
full seconds. (under right front edge) 
 

4. After short pause: see “NuEyes” logo, hear 
a jingle, see “Loading”.   

 
5. You may see a moving blue donut and a 

pencil drawing of the remote. You have 10 
seconds to quick press the Home Button on 
remote to sync the remote. 
 

6. You may see (first time it powers up): 
“Do Not Drive or Walk With This Device”. 
 

7. In NuEyes Mode, you may: 
Zoom-In 
Zoom-Out 
Change Color  
 

SECTION TWO 
 
Virtual Reality Mode (VR Mode) 

 
Switch Between NuEyes Mode and VR Mode 

1. From NuEyes Mode, quick press Home 
Button (either on the remote OR on the 
head set). 
 

2. Each of the 6 tiles on screen represents a 
application. 

 
3. To go back to NuEyes Mode: Point remote 

beam (blue +) at the top left tile (Blue Circle 
with white “e2” logo). Pull trigger to select. 

 
4. Go to step one  

------------- 



Scroll Through VR Program Options 
1. From NuEyes Mode, go to VR Mode: quick 

press “Home Button”. 
2. Now practice scrolling right by clicking right 

carrot > on right side of 3 tiles. You’ll see 3 
more tiles slide into view.  

3. Scroll right till you can’t scroll right anymore 
(2 or 4 times). 

4. The only way to exit the VR Mode: 
- Scroll all the way back to the left by 
using the trigger on the left carrot <. 
- Select the “e2” in the to exit.  That 
brings you back to the NuEyes Mode 
AKA Real World. 

 
8. To Exit a VR Program AND VR Mode:  
first have to quick press the Home Button to 
exit any VR Program – to get back to the 
screens of 3 tiles.  
 
 

 
After you master Sections One and Two, 
You can explore virtual reality programs. 
 
SECTION THREE 
TIPS TO EXPLORE VIRTUAL REALITY 
 
Quick Press: Brings you into VR Mode from 
NuEyes Mode. 
OR brings you back to the VR menu options (tiles 
of 3 per page) if/when you enter a VR Program. 
 
LONG Hold: Reorients VR field of view. So if you 
want to change your body position in the real world 
(i.e. quarter turn left), move your head and body 
position first then hold Home Button to re-center 
what you see. 
 
The VR Mode will work best if you are connected to 
WiFi. Unfortunately, it is not a low-vision friendly 
process to put in a WiFi password. (We 
recommend you have a family/friend assist you) 
 
A few of the tiles offer off-line experiences/games.  
It won’t harm the device to click on any VR 
Program Tile to see what’s there. 
Just remember: quick press the Home Button to 
exit any VR Program.  
 
The Bright Red Circle is the best way to get to the 
internet. It’s called Opera. You can find YouTube, 
Facebook and much more.  BUT you have to 
connect to a WiFi to access the internet. 
 
 


